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Research Design for Archaeological Monitoring at the Gleason Pool,  
Kam Wah Chung State Heritage Site (35GR2086)  


By Chelsea Rose 


The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) has hired the Southern Oregon 
University Laboratory of Anthropology (SOULA) to conduct archaeological monitoring for the 
demolition of the Gleason Pool, located adjacent to the Kam Wah Chung State Heritage Site. The 
Gleason Pool was opened the summer of 1958 and remained in use until 2020 when it was closed 
due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The infrastructure needed to repair and maintain the pool was 
determined to be less than the cost of constructing a new city pool off-site; As such, the 3-acre 
parcel is in the process of being transferred to OPRD to be incorporated in to the Kam Wah Chung 
State Heritage site. The pool buildings and infrastructure are to be removed prior to the transfer, 
and this permit will cover the archaeological monitoring and any related investigations prompted by 
the demolition activities.  


The Kam Wah Chung State Heritage Site is located within John Day, Oregon in Township 
13 south, Range 31 east, Section 23 of the John Day quadrangle in Grant County (Figure 1). The 
current project area falls within lands currently owned by the city of John Day (City), and is adjacent 
to the John Day Chinatown archaeological site 35GR2086 (Figure 2). While the archaeological 
investigations have not extended into the current APE, it falls within the historical footprint of the 
John Day Chinatown and therefore has the potential to contain resources associated with the 
Chinese occupation of the area (Figure 3).  


The Kam Wah Chung and Company, or Jin huachang, was established in the 1870s as a 
Chinese labor broker business and later expanded under the partnership of Lung On and Ing Hay, 
who purchased the business in 1887 and used the building as a store, clinic, and apothecary in 
addition to other non-commercial activities. The Kam Wah Chung and Co. was closed in 1948, and 
the building and its contents were deeded to the City of John Day by Bob Wah, nephew of Ing Hay. 
The Kam Wah Chung and Co. building was surveyed in 1970, listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places in 1973, and elevated to National Historic Landmark Status in 2005. The Kam Wah 
Chung and Co. museum is now managed by OPRD as a designated State Heritage Site, and includes 
the museum, a visitor center, and an outdoor park with interpretive signage.   


 The first archaeological investigations of the Kam Wah Chung and Co. and John Day 
Chinatown were conducted by the University of Oregon Museum of Natural and Cultural History 
(UOMNCH), and included an exploratory study of the Kam Wah Chung State Heritage Site in the 
fall of 2005 (Schablitsky et al. 2006). The excavations led to the identification of archaeologically 
sensitive areas, and the creation of the Kam Wah Chung archaeological site 35GR2086 (the resource 
has since been renamed the John Day Chinatown site). UOMNCH archaeologists returned to the 
site in June of 2006 to conduct a GPR survey on select areas identified during the initial exploratory 
phase (Schablitsky et al. 2007). This was followed by additional excavation and the resulting data led   
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to the interpretation that large portions of the park had been impacted by 20th century mining and 
development, with intact archaeological deposits limited to a few areas around the museum building 
and along the hedgerow fence (Schablitsky et al. 2007).   
 


SOULA conducted a remote sensing survey of the John Day Chinatown site in 2018, which 
led to the identification of several resources of interest and helped provide an updated interpretation 
of the site stratigraphy and subsurface potential (Rose et al. 2019). This was followed up by 
archaeological testing done as part of the 2019 Oregon Chinese Diaspora Project (OCDP) 
archaeological field school (Rose and Johnson 2020). The excavations were conducted on OPRD 
and City property, and revealed important information about the taphonomy of the site, and 
identified areas where intact archaeological deposits were present.  
 
 The current project provides the first opportunity for a professional archaeologist to observe 
the area beneath the mid-20th century Gleason Pool. While the construction of the pool and 
surrounding infrastructure would have certainly impacted any subsurface resources in the vicinity, it 
is possible that discreet features or deep deposits may remain under the current structure. An oral 
history with Herb Majors (Majors and Majors 2006:6) described artifacts being collected during the 
construction of the Gleason pool: “Lot’s of bottles, medicine bottles and stuff, pretty interesting.” 
Mr. Majors recalled that active bottle hunting was occurring at the site during the construction, and 
suggested that the excavation may have encountered the neighborhood dump. It is also possible that 
the excavation hit a trash-filled privy or other in-filled pit deposit in the area. While this account 
indicates that resources were disturbed through pool construction and looting, it could also be used 
to suggest that the pool was within an area of archaeological significance and additional deposits 
may be present.  
 
Monitoring Plan 


A professional archaeological monitor will be on site during all ground disturbing activities 
associated with the demolition of the pool and any associated infrastructure. Based on the location 
of the APE within the John Day Chinatown, and the description by Herb Majors of artifacts being 
observed during the construction, we anticipate that artifacts will be encountered during the 
demolition. The monitoring plan will be as follows: 


• The archaeological monitor will carefully describe and document the soils and any visible 
stratigraphy encountered during the demolition. This information will be added to the larger 
dataset informing the formation and historical modification of the site.  


• Observed artifacts will be documented and mapped, but only diagnostic artifacts or those 
with potential for use in the museum will be collected. Collection will be determined on a 
case by case basis. Where possible, the uncollected artifacts will be returned to their find spot 
and not removed offsite with the rubble or fill.  


• While artifacts and general site “noise” are anticipated, if intact pockets of archaeological 
materials or potential features are encountered all ground disturbing activities in the vicinity 
will be stopped and the appropriate stakeholders will be consulted. If the cultural materials 
encountered reflect the Chinese occupation of the site, the following plan will be followed: 


o If deemed appropriate by the on-site archaeologist, a sample of excavated soils may 
be screened to determine what type/volume of materials are present.   


o If a discreet deposit is encountered, it will be avoided if possible. If it will be 
impacted by demolition activities, then where appropriate it may be recovered 
through the excavation of one or more 50 cm by 50 cm quarter test units (QTUs) 
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depending on the specific context, size, and location, of the find. If needed, testing 
would include the excavation of no more than 20 QTUs. 


o If intact deposits of potential significance are encountered and there are no further 
demolition activities pending or it can remain in situ, the resource may be secured so 
that archaeological excavation can occur at a later date. This could include the 
excavation of no more than two (2) 1 m by 1 m test units.  


• All excavations will be done using 10 cm arbitrary levels and all material will be screened 
through 1/8” mesh. All units will be excavated to a minimum depth of 50 cm below the 
ground surface, with two contiguous sterile levels where possible. As these units will be 
placed within the areas impacted by pool construction and demolition, unit termination may 
be determined by external factors. If that is the case, the rational will be noted. All 
excavations will be mapped and documented to meet or exceed current SHPO guidelines. 
All recovered materials will be taken to SOULA for analysis, and then transferred to the 
University of Oregon’s Museum of Natural and Cultural History (UOMNCH) for 
permanent curation.  
 
The archaeological work described above will be done with the following research questions 


and themes in mind: 
• Do intact archaeological resources remain under the Gleason Pool?  
• Does the APE contain stratigraphic information that could help us better understand the 


formation and abandonment of the John Day Chinatown site 35GR2086? Ongoing research 
about local mining and the development of the Chinese community along Canyon Creek 
indicates that—like many early mining camps—the location of the John Day Chinatown was 
determined by its proximity to the mineral resources. The neighborhood was built up in and 
around the mining activity areas. It has been assumed that the mound where the pool is 
located is an artificial landform associated with 19th or 20th century mine tailings, however, 
SOULA’s analysis of photographs and maps suggest that it could be a natural landform. 
Understanding this site component will help us to tease out larger questions about site 
taphonomy and guide future research at the site.  


• Can the artifacts and archaeological deposits uncovered in the current APE help us 
understand the potential for subsurface resources in the neighboring portions of the City 
property that have not yet been excavated? 


• Due to the extensive documentary and material culture record associated with the Kam Wah 
Chung and Co., artifacts recovered from the site can be placed within a general cultural 
context that is of local, regional, and international significance. However, while the lives of 
Ing Hay and Lung On have been documented in depth, little is known about the larger John 
Day Chinatown that supported the Kam Wah Chung and Co. to a point where it could 
sustain itself well into the 20th century. Information about the neighborhood over time 
would provide important data about the Chinese community in the area, and how residents 
were impacted by, or interacted with, the Kam Wah Chung and Co. business.   


• This project is occurring as part of the Oregon Chinese Diaspora Project, and as such, the 
data will be used in multi-site level analysis of the 19th century Chinese immigrant population 
within the state. In addition, the data from this project can be used to inform the creation of 
the new park museum and associated interpretation of the site.  
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Figure 1. Site locator map.  
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Figure 2.  Aerial image of the project area with the site boundary and APE noted. 
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Figure 3. OPRD map of the project area with the previous archaeological work noted.  
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STATE OF OREGON
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION PERMIT NO. AP-3339


The State of Oregon, acting by and through its Parks and Recreation Department, hereinafter called STATE, 
under authority of ORS 390.235, hereby grants to Chelsea Rose, hereinafter called PERMITTEE, a permit for 
purposes of excavation and removal of archaeological, historical, prehistoric, or anthropological materials. 
This permit is granted subject to the following terms and conditions.


1.


2.


Term  PERMITTEE may conduct survey, excavation, and collection work beginning on the date this 
permit is signed and continuing for one year and one day, provided that reasonable supervision, as 
provided hereinafter, is exercised.


13S 31E 23
Gleason Pool Monitoring


Grant County


3. Supervision  The design and work in connection with the survey or excavation, including exploratory 
excavation and collection, shall be personally supervised by Chelsea Rose, Steve Jenevein.


4.


5. Exploration shall consist of:


6.


*See attached application and research design


Compliance  PERMITTEE shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules, regulations 
and ordinances.


Location  This permit shall apply to lands owned by the State of Oregon, a city, county, district, or 
municipal corporation in Oregon, or private property, more particularly described as follows:


Indemnification  PERMITTEE agrees to defend and hold STATE, its officers, agents, and employees 
harmless, and shall require its contractors to do the same, from any and all claims, damages, or expenses of 
any kind suffered or alleged to be suffered on the lands described in paragraph 2 or arising out of or in 
connection with the activities of PERMITTEE or its contractors pursuant to this Permit.


7. Insurance  PERMITTEE shall obtain at PERMITTEE's expense, and keep in effect during the term of the 
Permit, comprehensive or commercial general liability insurance covering personal injury and property 
damage. This insurance shall include contractual liability coverage for the indemnification provided under 
this Permit. Coverage limits shall not be less than the limits of liability set forth in the provisions of ORS 
30.270(1) as now in effect or as hereinafter amended. Such provisions now require that the coverage limits 
not less than $500,000 combined single limit per occurrence. The insurance shall be in a form and with 
compliance acceptable to STATE. Such insurance may be evidenced by certificates or copies of policies. 
Such evidence shall be provided to STATE prior to the commencement of any operations or activities 
under this Permit.


8. Records  PERMITTEE shall submit a final excavation report by  to the State Historic Preservation Office 
and the Oregon State Museum of Anthropology. If PERMITTEE is conducting an excavation associated 
with a prehistoric or historic American Indian archaeological site, then PERMITTEE shall also submit 
copies of the Final Report to the Commission on Indian Services and the following tribe(s):







9. Custody


10. Notification


a. If PERMITTEE is conducting an excavation associated with a prehistoric or historic American Indian 
archaeological site, PERMITTEE shall notify in writing the most appropriate Indian tribe. The 
notification shall include:


i. The location and schedule of the forthcoming excavation;
ii. A description of the nature of the of the investigation; and


iii.b. Upon discovery of an archaeological object which is demonstrably revered by any ethnic group, 
religious group, or Indian tribe as holy, which object was or is used in connection with a religious or 
spiritual service or worship of a deity or spirit power, i.e., a "sacred object", PERMITTEE shall notify 
in writing:


i. The State Historic Preservation Office; and
ii. The appropriate ethnic group, religious group, or Indian tribe with which the sacred object is 


associated.


11.


12. Conditions:


13.


OREGON PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT


Christine Curran
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer


Date: 


All archaeological, historical, prehistoric, or anthropological materials recovered under this permit shall 
remain under the stewardship of the State of Oregon and shall be curated by UOMNCH. Any change in 
custody must be approved by the Oregon State Museum of Anthropology in accordance with ORS 
390.235. Prior to submitting the materials to the permanent curation facility, the appropriate tribe(s) must 
be given 30 days to view all archaeological materials to ensure that funerary objects, sacred objects, and 
objects of cultural patrimony are returned to tribal ownership per state law (ORS 97.740).


Consultation  If PERMITTEE is conducting an excavation associated with a prehistoric or historic 
American Indian archaeological site, PERMITTEE shall consult with a representative of the appropriate 
tribe to establish a procedure for handling sacred objects recovered during the excavation.


Revocation  Failure to comply with all terms of this Permit, in addition to any agreed upon conditions, 
may lead to its immediate revocation.


Burns Paiute Tribe


Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation


Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation


Burns Paiute Tribe


 • We would like the opportunity to visit during project work so would like to be notified in advance of the 
dates. 
 • We would like the option of monitoring the work should the BPT deem it appropriate. 
 • We would like the opportunity to comment and potentially provide additional verbiage to archaeological 


report concerning tribal heritage, history, etc. as appropriate. 
 • We ask to be listed on the inadvertent discovery plan. 
 • We would like a copy of any final report.


Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation


Please provide this office with a draft copy of the report, with ample time to comment.


Ian P. Johnson (Apr 25, 2022 11:42 PDT)
Ian P. Johnson 04/25/22
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